
CubeX™ 3D printer-
need big, professional grade parts fast? 
With CubeX it’s a slam dunk!

Work and play bigger and bolder with the CubeX ultimate 
desktop 3D printer: The only printer in its class to print in 
triple-color, up to 2X faster and in higher definition 
basketball-sized functional parts.

Built with tech enthusiasts, serious hobbyists, educators 
and entrepreneurs in mind, the CubeX 3D printer offers 
three times the options for print modes empowering you 
to select print accuracy and strength as you make and 
create in multi-color.

The CubeX delivers professional grade printability with 
consumer ease. CubeX is the ideal 3D printer for budget 
conscious entrepreneurs developing their new products, 
educators who need larger print sizes, greater precision 
or more material choices, and serious hobbyists who want 
the professional quality and expanded features that are
not available on any other 3D printer in this category. 
Whether you are printing gadgets, prototypes, 
architecture models, math geometries or toy robots, the 
CubeX provides the ultimate professional grade 3D 
printing experience. 

3D Systems has made 3D printing even easier to own and 
simpler to use by including 3 cartridges, 10 free prints, 
and Cubify Invent design software – the only 3D design 
tool optimized for 3D printing, with every CubeX 3D 
printer. CubeX starts at $2,499. 

PRODUCT FEATURES
Professional printability:

Consumer centric:

Smart cartridge systems:

CubeX can print as big as a basketball with 1,030 cubic inches 
of space or 10.8” x 10.45” x 9.5”. CubeX offers 3 times the 
options for print modes: Accuracy - high-def (125 Micron), 
crisp-def (250 Micron) or standard-def (500 Micron); print fill 
density - lite, medium or solid. CubeX prints in triple-color, up 
to 2 times faster than other 3D printers in its class.

Cartridges are designed to prolong material quality and life 
preventing expired or broken plastic while also offering a 
stackable design for compact storage.

Experience hassle-free 3D printing with 
an easy touchscreen interface, lightening fast software, 
direct from USB print capability, and access to Cubify 
marketplace and cloud print services. CubeX customers are 
supported by live hotline everyday from 3:00am to 8:00pm
EST providing 16 hours each day.



Material options:

Print pack:

Sustainability:

CubeX prints in both compostable PLA and recyclable ABS 
plastics, providing a range of flexibility, strength, and support 
options for professional utility. CubeX comes in the basic single 
color CubeX, dual color and material CubeX Duo or the top 
of the line triple color, multi-material CubeX Trio. The CubeX 
Trio has the highest range of print options of any desktop 3D 
printer.

With every CubeX purchase, users receive one cartridge per 
print head, 10 free files, and Cubify Invent design software 
optimized for 3D printing so users can get started printing 
quickly and easily.

Participate in our cartridge and materials recycling program 
to get a discount on new cartridges and ensure sustainable 
disposal or reuse of your used PLA and ABS plastic.

Please credit all images to 3D Systems Corporation.
Hi-res versions are availabe here for download.
For more information or interview requests please contact 
press@3DSystems.com.
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